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Mirror Images and Incongruent Counterparts
Yoshio Tange
Abstract: Concepts of directions are practical ones by which we use space to behave appropriately among us.
People often have confounded these concepts with theoretical concepts determining the nature of space. I
argue in the treatise that ﬁrst the concepts of directions as practical ones are primitive and have certain
directional number. Second, it is important for us to discriminate the phenomena having close relation to the
concepts from the phenomena that are indi#erent to them. Mirror images of human body belong to the former
and general incongruent counterparts belong to the latter. These relations seem to have been taken in reverse
by many researchers previously. Third, it is necessary to establish a methodology to deal with the phenomena
having relation to the concept of directions. We should note that the methodology we need is di#erent from
what is called scientiﬁc one.
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(B (enantiomorph)2  AX(B
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